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THE HAND DRUM ( )תףAND
ISRAELITE WOMEN’S MUSICAL TRADITION
SARA K. RILEY

Sara K. Riley recently graduated from Brigham Young University with a degree
in ancient Near Eastern studies and an emphasis in Hebrew. This essay won
second place in the annual ancient Near Eastern studies essay contest.

W

hile scholars have suggested that Israelite men played most of the instruments, the ( תּףthe hand-drum) was played, if not exclusively, by
women.1 The biblical text’s description and the frequent appearance of female
figurines with drums in the archaeological record establish that there were
distinct female hand-drum performance traditions in the Iron Age kingdom
of Israel, and perhaps also in the kingdom of Judah.2 This performance context will be examined under the provenances of the figurines and the biblical
text, which most likely included praising Yahweh in temple worship and victory celebrations. Furthermore, these female figurines will be categorized and
discussed separately; The Type A figurines most likely represent cultic musicians and priestesses, and the Type B most likely represent ordinary women
musicians. The Type A relief figurines seem to suggest that they came from
Egyptian influence and the Type B figurines from Phoenician influence. Lastly,
these figurines will be interpreted by discussing the sexual motifs in iconographic depictions and the biblical text.

The Hand-Drum
The hand-drum was one of the most popular instruments in ancient Israel.
The Hebrew word ( תּףplural )ת ִפּים
ֻ appears in the Bible seventeen times and is
usually translated “tambourine,” “tabret,” or simply “hand-drum.” Although it
is never described in the text, the drum probably had a metal or wooden frame

1. Theodore W. Burgh, Listening to the Artifacts: Music Culture in Ancient Palestine
(New York: T & T Clark International, 2006), 85.
2. Burgh, Listening to the Artifacts, 40.
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covered on one or both sides with skin3 and most likely did not have jingles.4
It was most likely played with the fingers or wrists;5 as the figurines demonstrate, drums were played with the hand typically at six o’clock position that
would beat the head and the other hand placed at the nine or three o’clock position to press the head to mute or change the pitch.6 The Hebrew Bible never
mentions the instrument being played with sticks.7 Additionally, although the
Bible has an abundant vocabulary of instruments, only one word for drum is
found:8 a perplexing fact, as there are many varieties of drums found in Egypt,
Mesopotamia, and other areas in the ancient Near East.9

The Appearance of Female Drummer Terra-Cottas
To begin with, there is very little archaeological evidence of actual instruments in Israel during the Iron Age, probably due to the fact that most parts of
the drum were made from organic material such as animal skin or wood.10 But
while there is not much to speak of with instruments, there are nearly ninetyseven figurines and figurine fragments of female drummers found in Israel/
Palestine in the Iron Age, a significant amount of iconographical representations of drums.11

3. Yelena Kolyada, A Compendium of Musical Instruments and Instrumental
Terminology in the Bible (London: Equinox Publishing, 2006), 107–109.
4. Ovid R. Sellers, “Musical Instruments of Israel,” The Biblical Archaeologist 4/3
(1941): 33–47; Alfred Sendrey, Music in Ancient Israel (New York: Philosophical Library,
1969), 373.
5. Kolyada, Compendium of Musical Instruments, 108.
6. Burgh, Listening to the Artifacts, 33, 2.8 and 2.9. “These figures are very similar to
positions used today in the Middle East.”
7. Sendrey, Music in Ancient Israel, 373.
8. “At least nine kinds of stringed instruments (chordophones) are mentioned, along
with a dozen or so wind instruments (aerophones), and five shaking, scraping or rattling
instruments (idiophones; this would include cymbals).” Carol L. Meyers, “Of Drums and
Damsels: Women’s Performance in Ancient Israel,” The Biblical Archaeologist 54/1 (1991):
16–27.
9. Sendrey, Music in Ancient Israel, 372.
10. Joachim Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine: Archaeological, Written, and
Comparative Sources (translated by Douglas W. Stott; Grand Rapids, Mich.: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2002), 39. The only conceivable evidence available for
hand-drums are clay rings found that are 15–30 cm across, or the small cylindrical clay
fragment found in a temple in Abu Hawan. However, most scholars believe these are rings
that were for supporting storage jars. Paz thinks that it being a drum is improbable, as
“there is no indication of a membrane being stretched over the frame,” Drums, Women, and
Goddesses: Drumming and Gender in Iron Age II Israel (Fribourg, Switzerland: Vandenhoeck
& Ruprecht, 2007), 11, footnote 6.
11. Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 118.
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Yet, these figurines vary greatly in size, style, manufacture, skill of artistry,12
pose, markings of the drum, and sometimes hand positions of the figurine;13
no two figurines are identical.14 Burgh has not observed two designs on the
surface of drum heads that are exactly alike, and these markings may possibly
indicate different music ensembles, or simply personal choice, as the meaning
of the markings is uncertain.15 Most of these Iron Age figurines were made by
a wheel-made base, and then a hand-made or mould-made head was attached;
the hands and arms were also hand-made. Some others, however, are completely hand-made or made entirely from a mould.16 While the wide variety
suggests that they were mass-produced, there have been found figurines that
are identical, and discovered at different sites from Rehov, Beth Shean, and Tell
el-Farah.17 Consequently, the variety of figurines requires that interpretation
must be very careful and that there may be more than one correct understanding of the figurines’ purpose.18 Likewise, there are many different views on
what these figurines represent.19 Scholars have suggested they were used for
12. Carol L. Meyers, “Miriam the Musician,” in A Feminist Companion to Exodus to
Deuteronomy (ed. Athalya Brenner; Sheffield, England: Sheffield Academic Press, 1994),
214.
13. Meyers, “Drums and Damsels,” 18.
14. Burgh, Listening to the Artifacts, 86.
15. Burgh, Listening to the Artifacts, 32. There are also some instances of the drum
frames being decorated. For example, there are two parchment membranes (for the drum
frame) from the Late Period (664 bce–332 bce) that are now in the Cairo Museum. The
membranes are decorated with a girl playing the drum in front of Isis. There is also a fragment of a large round tambourine in the Ashmolean Museum; the membranes have a floral border and decorations celebrating birth (date of tambourine is uncertain). See Lise
Manniche, Ancient Egyptian Musical Instruments (Münchner Ägyptologische Studien 34;
Munnich: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 1975), 1–2.
16. Meyers, “Drums and Damsels,” 19; Burgh, Listening to the Artifacts, 86.
17. Paz, Drums, Women, and Goddesses, 57.
18. Meyers, “Drums and Damsels,” 18.
19. Until the 1960s, the finds from Israel were overlooked, and instruments and figurines were mostly focused on Mesopotamia and Egypt, such as Ovid R. Sellers, “Musical
Instruments of Israel,” BA 4/3 (1941): 33–47. P. Gradenwitz’s book The Music of Israel (New
York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1949) asserted that there were not any music-related
finds in Israel prior to the Hellenistic period. However, in the 1960s and 1970s there grew a
bulk of musical classification in Israel and their iconographic depiction, such as M. Gorali’s
Music in the Ancient World (Haifa, Israel: The Haifa Music Museum and AMLI Library,
1977). These drummer figurines increasingly received more attention. The general problem of whether the figurines were holding a tambourine or another disk-shaped object has
been studied by A.M. Bisi’s two special studies of the figurines found in sanctuaries and
tombs in Cyprus (“Un Gruppo di Terrecotte Cipriote nel Museo di Torino e il Problem
Della Colonizzazione Fenicia Dell’isola,” Bollettino della Società Piemontese di Archeologia
e Belle Arti 20 [1966]: 5–37). See also D.R. Hillers, “The Goddess with the Tambourine,”
Concordia Theological Monthly 41: 606–19; on the figurine from Gezer holding a round object see R. Amiran “A Note on Figurines with ‘Disks’ Eretz-Israel 5 (1967):52–54 (Hebrew).
For a discussion of the object as a sun disk or “Holy Bread” see E. R Goodenough, Jewish
Symbols in the Graeco-Roman Period (vol. 5; New York: Pantheon Books, 1953). See also D.
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votive offerings,20 a representation of a servant, or a well-known drummer in
the community.21 Others believe they were used to accompany the deceased
musically into the afterlife, or represented a female deity or temple priestess.22
While all these interpretations are feasible, a careful analysis can eliminate the
lesser possibilities.
Analyzing the abundant amount of figurines can be a daunting task, but
the separation of these figurines into several categories will be useful. Braun
has suggested two main categories of these figurines,23 but Paz has gone even
further to suggest three categories of the figurines. The first category is Type
A relief terra-cottas, the second is Type B bell-shaped figurines, and the third
is Type C hybrid figurines. I propose that most of the Type B bell-shaped figurines are representations of ordinary women musicians; the Type A relief
terra-cottas, however, are not as definite, and may have a number of possible
meanings, but are most likely cultic musicians and personnel.

Type A Figurines
The type A of these female drummers are relief/plaque terra-cottas, of
which there are more than sixty-five examples, compared to fourteen of the
bell-shaped figurines.24 These figurines often portray nude or half-nude, richly
decorated women, and usually also depict them with some sort of head covering or wig, often called by scholars a Hathor headdress. They appear around the
same time the bell-shaped figurines appeared.25 However, these terra-cottas
Morris, The Art of Ancient Cyprus (Oxford: Phaidon Press, 1985); J. B. Pritchard, Sarepta: A
Prelminary Report on the Iron Age: Excavations of the University Museum of the University
of Pennsylvania, 1970–1972 (Philadelphia: University Museum, University of Pennsylvania,
1975). Tambourine player is identified with Astarte in J. Ferron “Les statuettes au Tympanon
des Hypogées Puniques” Antiquités Africaines 3 (1969): 11–33; also Layne Remond, When
the Dummers were Women: A Spiritual History of Rhythm (New York: Three Rivers Press,
1997). For iconographic depictions of musical instruments and their players see O. Keel and
C. Uehlinger, Gods, Goddesses, and Images of God in Ancient Israel (Minneapolis: Fortress
Press, 1998). For arguments of the figures actually holding drums see Carol Meyers, “A
Terracotta at the Harvard Semitic Museum and Disk-Holding Figures Reconsidered,” IEJ
37 (1983): 116–22. Also T.A. Holland’s A Typological and Archaeological Study of Human
and Animal Representation in the Plastic Art of Palestine (PhD diss., Oxford University,
1975); see also A. J. Amr, A Study of the Clay Figurines and Zoomorphic Vessels of TransJordan during the Iron Age, with Special Reference to their Symbolism and Function (Ph.D.
diss., University of London, 1980); P. Beck “A Figurine from Tel’Ira.” Eretz-Israel 21(1990):
87–93 (Hebrew).
20. Burgh, Listening to the Artifacts, 37.
21. Burgh, Listening to the Artifacts, 85.
22. Philip J. King and Lawrence E. Stager, Life in Biblical Israel (Louisville: Westminster
John Knox Press, 2001): 298.
23. Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 118.
24. Paz, Drums, Women, and Goddesses, 12.
25. Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 126.
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do not appear in the same areas that the bell-shaped figurines were discovered;
the bell-shaped figurines are found in the coastal regions, while the reliefs are
found throughout ancient Israel and Palestine.26 Furthermore, these figurines
are not found in Judah at all, except for the eastern Negev.
In addition, some scholars argue that these figurines are not holding a handdrum, but that these disks are more likely “a raised loaf, not a tambourine”27
or some type of plate offering. They believe these are not drums, because the
figurines clutch the disc against the chest, the discs are richly decorated, and
the poses are not clearly suggesting they are playing the discs.28 However, Paul
Lapp in a later report stated that he is satisfied it is now a tambourine, from
seeing more evidence of other figurines that show the round object being
struck.29 Most scholars agree that the disc is some sort of tambourine and are
more concerned about who the figurine represents.30
Hillers argues that it is justified to call these nude drummer figurines goddesses because firstly, many Palestine figurines represent goddesses “almost
beyond question” and secondly, some Mesopotamian figurines with a drum
“must depict a goddess.”31 While it is feasible that some of the terra-cottas represent goddesses, so far there has not been success in identifying a goddess to
match the figurines, and it is still on the speculative side. But if these figurines
are not goddesses, some terra-cottas at least likely have a cultic context or depict a temple/sanctuary female musician.
For many of the figurines, the information concerning the context is unknown. But the figurines that we do know the context of, were generally found
in domestic or sacred contexts. For example, at Aphek it was found in a fourroom house, and at Tek ‘Ira it was retrieved from the room of a public building
(see appendix 1). Another reason to suggest that these figurines have a cultic
context is that they were found in situ in buildings interpreted as religious
structures. The eigth to ninth century bce figurine of Tel el-Farah North was
26. Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 127.
27. Paul W. Lapp, “The 1963 Excavation at Ta’annek,” Bulletin of the American Schools
of Oriental Research 173 (1964): 4–44, caption of fig. 21.
28. Meyers, “Drums and Damsels,” 19.
29. D. Hillers, “The Goddess with the Tambourine,” Concordia Theological Monthly
41 (1970): 606–17.
30. Hillers, “Goddess,” 610; King, Biblical Israel, 298; and Braun, Music in Ancient
Israel/Palestine, 127. Paz also states that “I accept the opinion that the object is pressed
against the body owing to technicalities involved in the production of mould figurines. In
most of these plaque figurines, the disc is supported at the bottom by the left hand, while
the entire right hand lies over it, and can be construed as a stylized representation of beating
upon it,” (Drums, Women, and Goddesses, 73).
31. Hillers, “Goddess,” 611.
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discovered in what has been determined as the temple of Tel el-Farah N.32 The
Tel Taanach mould of a figurine, dated to about the ninth to eighth century
bce as well, was found in the cultic structure, along with twenty-seven other
complete or fragmented human figurines.33 Again, it has been interpreted as a
goddess, but perhaps it represented a person that took part in the religious activities there.34 Another example is the eleventh century Beth-Shean figurine,
which was found in a burial with other vessels, jewelry, ivories, and weapons.
Some have interpreted this figurine as a servant, or that it was used to accompany the deceased into the afterlife.35

Type B Figurines
There are fourteen hollow, bell-shaped figures found in this collection
of women holding the drum, about fifteen to twenty-five centimeters. tall.36
Many of these figurines have been approximately dated, but there are some
that have unknown provenance and were acquired through the antiquities
trade (such as the Harvard Semitic collection). These Type B figurines begin
appearing during Iron Age II,37 and were mainly found at sites in the northern
coastal region of Israel and on the Phoenician Coast (see appendix 2). Indeed,
scholars call these figurines “the Phoenician Type,” as these figurines were also
found in Tyre and Kition of Cyprus, a large Phoenician colony.38 However,
there are three figurines from the Nebo and Samarian region, with the Mt.
Nebo figurine dating from eleventh to tenth century bce,39 which might suggest local independent development for these drummer figurines.40
One example of a bell-shaped figurine was found at Tel Shiqmona, south
of Haifa. The female drummer figurine was discovered in a burial and was
dated to the eighth century bce. Excavators found it with several other horsemen figurines; in addition, excavations at Shiqmona have also found a figurine playing an aerophone with similar artistic style and characteristics. Both
figurines are distinct in physical characteristics, which Braun argues may be
representations of individuals who performed within the community.41 The
excavators concluded that the figurines were votive offerings. Burgh also
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

Burgh, Listening to the Artifacts, 37.
Lapp, “Excavation at Ta’annek,” 39–40.
Burgh, Listening to the Artifacts, 36.
Burgh, Listening to the Artifacts, 34.
Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 118.
Meyers, “Drums and Damsels,” 20.
Paz, Drums, Women, and Goddesses, 61.
Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 125.
Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 119.
Burgh, Listening to the Artifacts, 37–39.
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agrees with the theory of votive offerings, but goes even further to say that the
figurines represented real musicians, and that these terra-cottas were buried
with the dead or even the musicians themselves.42 Other scholars have pointed
out that there are many related terra-cottas that depict figures holding other
instruments such as lyres, double-flutes, or cymbals, which have been found
in similar contexts. Thus these female drummers are almost certainly human
musicians as well.43
Meyers also notes there is a marked absence of decoration in these figurines, such as jewelry or headpieces. The hairstyles and clothing are simple,
and the hair is either braided or loose, with bangs falling evenly across the
forehead.44 The clothing are long garments, but without any of the traditional
adornment such as ruffles, pleats, or any other drapings.45 It seems reasonable
that these plain hairstyles and this plain apparel suggest that these are ordinary
females and not a deity. In addition, the lack of adornment also urges the idea
that these are not royalty, cultic personnel, or the elite.46 However, one exception is the bell-shaped figurine found at Mt. Nebo who is represented halfnude. Additionally, a similar figurine with her arms placed under her breasts
was found at Mt. Nebo.47 This context probably requires a different interpretation, and perhaps is more along the lines of Type A. But in general, these
bell-shaped figurines are most likely representations of women musicians in
the community.

Type C Figurines
Unfortunately, most of the Type C figurines lack an archaeological context.48 Two figurines were found in the same tomb at Nebo, and one from
a palace in Megiddo and Samaria. It is interesting that they are not in any
domestic contexts, but because of missing and unreliable data of the dating of
the figurines (see appendix 3), I cannot come to any certain conclusions at the
present.

42. Burgh, Listening to the Artifacts, 39.
43. Meyers, “Drums and Damsels,” 18.
44. Meyers, “Drums and Damsels,” 19.
45. Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 118.
46. Meyers, “Drums and Damsels,” 19.
47. Elizabeth Bloch-Smith, Judahite Burial Practices and Beliefs About the Dead
(Sheffield, England: Sheffield Academic Press, 1992), 97.
48. Paz, Drums, Women, and Goddesses, 67.
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Biblical References
Although defining the purpose of the figurines and the drumming is
mostly guesswork, the Hebrew Bible has a rich amount of female drummer
performances, such as in Exod 15:20–21:
And Miriam the prophetess, the sister of Aaron, took a trimbrel in her
hand; and all the women went out after her with drums [ ]םיִפֻּתand with
dances. And Miriam answered them, Sing to Yahweh, for he hath triumphed gloriously.

This is one of the first appearances in the Bible of women in a musical performance context. It indicates Miriam as a prophetess ()נְּבִיָאה, along with a large
group of women, who each had a frame drum and followed Miriam in the
performance as they sang praise to Yahweh for their deliverance. Additionally,
it does not appear that men are involved with this musical performance; this
women’s performance was specifically mentioned as “answering them,” meaning it took place after Moses and the sons of Israel’s song (Exod 15:1).
This song of victory performed by the women with drumming and dancing became a musical genre within ancient Israel. Judges 11:34 says, “And
Jephthah came to Mizpeh unto his house, and, behold, his daughter came
out to meet him with drums and with dances.” This gives another example of
women playing drums for a victory celebration and to praise Yahweh for deliverance, as “Yahweh delivered [the children of Ammon] into his [Jepthah’s]
hands” (11:32). Burgh notes that in the text it seems that Jepthah’s daughter
comes out alone to meet him, but played more than one drum ( )תֻ פִּיםat the
same time, and hence may suggest a musical ability that might have been
required for such celebrations as these.49 However, it seems more likely that
Jepthah’s daughter was the musical leader of a group of women coming to
greet the victorious men, as it is assumed playing the hand drum requires one
hand to hold the frame and the other to beat the skin.
This female drummer tradition continued during the early period of the
monarchy, as read in 1 Sam 18:6–7:
And it came to pass as they came, when David was returned from
the slaughter of the Philistines, that the women came out of all the cities
of Israel, singing and dancing, to meet king Saul, with tabrets, with joy,
and with instruments of music. And the women answered one another as
they played, and said, Saul hath slain his thousands, and David his ten
thousands.

49. Burgh, Listening to the Artifacts, 95.
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The writer describes another victory celebration with women drummers performing, as both David and Saul had triumphed over the Philistines. This performance also had great political impact, resulting in Saul envying David; the
song the women sing is brought up again several times in the life of David
(1 Sam 21:11; 29:5). It mentions that the women came from “all the cities of
Israel,” suggesting that drumming celebrations were a tradition in many areas
of Israel. Burgh suggests that since it was such a large group there probably
would have been a small collection of music that all the women performers knew.50 From these passages it seems expected for returning warriors to
have a joyous celebration by female drummers and dancers. Thus, performing women needed to be capable and prepared; Meyers suggests that women
met often to compose and rehearse, using the daughters of Shiloh meeting “to
dance in dances” (Judg 21:21) as an example.51 Additionally, from this text it
can be determined that the drumming tradition was present in Judah at least
during the united monarchy, although after the division of the kingdom it is
less certain.
In addition to the duties of women to perform for victory celebrations
in praise to Yahweh, these female drummers also performed in the temple.
While some scholars claim that these female drummers were not used in
temple music,52 it seems clear that women played the ( ּתףhand-drum) for
praise in the temple53 given that several Psalms mention these instances. For
example, Ps 150: 1, 4: “Praise God in his sanctuary . . . Praise him with the
drum and dance,” Ps 149:1, 3: “Sing unto Yahweh a new song, and his praise
in the congregation of saints . . . Let them sing praise unto him with the drum
and harp,” and Ps 68:24–25: “The goings of my God, my King, in the sanctuary. The singers went before, the players on instruments after; among them
the damsels playing with drums.” While scholars find the Psalms difficult to
date,54 it is helpful in understanding the religious musical traditions of Israel.55
The psalmist of chapter 68 interestingly differentiates the sex of the musicians,
as the “singers” ( )קִדְּ מ ְוּׁש ִָריםand the “players” ( )נֹגְנִיםare masculine, while “the
damsels” (or “young maidens”  ) ֲעלָמ ֹותwere the hand-drummers.

50. Burgh, Listening to the Artifacts, 100.
51. Meyers, “Drums and Damsels,” 23–25.
52. Kolyada, Compendium of Musical Instruments, 109.
53. Sellers, “Musical Instruments,” 36.
54. Burgh, Listening to the Artifacts, 104.
55. Although I will not discuss the literary analysis of Ps 68, scholars have suggested
that this psalm is a pre-Deuteronomistic poem with the tradition of the northern kingdom,
not that of Judah. See Paz, Drums, Women, and Goddesses, 85.
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Psalms 68 also suggests that men and women collaborated and played
music together. This may also be evident in 2 Sam 6:5 when David and “all the
house of Israel played before Yahweh on all manner of instruments made of
fir wood, even on harps, and on psalteries, and on timbrels, and on cornets,
and on cymbals.” The phrase “all the house of Israel” seems to indicate that the
musical activity included both men and women. In 1 Samuel 10:5, it is first assumed that only men are in the “band of prophets” that is coming down from
the “( ָבּמָהhigh place”) and who Saul meets,56 but Burgh suggests that the ensemble included women, and perhaps in this text a prophetess such as Miriam
(Exod 15:20).57Also, in Judges 5, Barak and Deborah sing a duet together after
the victory over the Canaanites. Thus, it seems that ancient Israel had at least
two distinct musical performance traditions, one of men and women playing
music together (with the women at least playing the hand-drums), and the
other with women separately singing and dancing in hand-drum ensembles.58
From the Hebrew text, we can gather that these female hand-drummers would
play for festivals, rejoicings, and victory celebrations, and they had a specific
role to play in religious worship.

Sexual Motifs of the Hand-Drum
These nude figurines may cause some puzzles as to how they fit into the
context of the religion of ancient Israel. Braun argues that the drum has symbolism connected to sexuality and fertility, and he goes even further to say
that the adornment symbolizes sacred prostitution, specifically that the figurines represent temple prostitutes.59 While I am hesitant to make the claim
that these figurines represent cultic prostitutes, the nudity can at least in part
suggest that the drum did have erotic overtones and associations with sexuality and, paradoxically, virginity. Braun notes that even in the Hebrew text
there are some concealed sexual motifs connected with the “( ּתףhand-drum”),
such as in the early text of Judges where Jepthah’s daughter “assumes the role
of drummer as she laments her virginity”60 (Judg 11:34, 37). There are some
other texts that have this possible connection, such as “O virgin ( )בְּת ְוּלַתof
Israel: thou shalt again be adorned with thy tabrets, and shalt go forth in the
dances of them that make merry [ׂש ֲחקִים
ַ ( ”] ִבּמְח ֹול ְמJer 31:4). Interestingly, the
56. Kolyada, Compendium of Musical Instruments, 109.
57. Theodore W. Burgh, “‘Who’s the Man?’ Sex and Gender in Iron Age Musical
Performance,” Near Eastern Archaeology 67/3 (2004): 128–136; Burgh, Listening to the
Artifacts, 96.
58. Meyers, “Miriam the Musician,” 220.
59. Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 131.
60. Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 132.
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context is the prophecy that Yahweh will deliver and gather his people once
again, just as he had done in the past, and as a result, women (specifically
“virgins”) hand-drummers would sing and dance in praise. Braun also adds
that the ambiguous phrase ׂש ֲחקִים
ַ  ִבּמְח ֹול ְמthat is normally translated as “dance”
indicates erotic undertones. 61
As already mentioned, Ps 68:25 mentions “the young maidens
[ ]בְּת ֹוְך ֲעלָמ ֹות ּת ֹופֵפֹֽותplaying with timbrels”, with “young maidens” having plausible sexual connotations. The term  ַﬠלְ ָמהcan be defined as “a marriageable
girl or young woman (until the birth of her first child).”62 Lastly, as already
mentioned above, the “( ּתףhand-drum”) helped express the joy of the women
when meeting the men after a victorious battle. All these clues of sexual undertones63 suggest possibly why women are strongly associated with the handdrum more than men were, and may explain some of the culture behind the
nude female drummer figurines.64

Egyptian Influence
There has also been some discussion related to how these figurines came
about, and some suggest either Mesopotamian, Cypriot, Phoenician, or
Egyptian influence. While there is a possibility for all of these areas, I propose
that the main influence for at least the nude plaque figurines was Egypt.
The first clue of possible Egyptian influence is Miriam and the women
playing drums and rejoicing to Yahweh for delivering them from the Egyptians.
If the Israelites had spent centuries in Egypt, then it would be plausible that the
Israelites had adopted Egyptian musical traditions. Shortly after the beginning
of the eighteenth dynasty (c. 1550–c. 1290 bce), representations of music and
dancing with men in them became scarcer in Egypt, while on the other hand
there are many Egyptian wall-paintings of women in musical processions,
some holding hand-drums.65 In Egyptian monuments, the hand-drum is
mainly played by women, while in other monuments in Assyria/Mesopotamia
61. Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 133.
62. L. Koehler and W. Baumgartner, Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti Libros (Leiden: E.
J. Brill, 1985), 709.
63. While this is beyond the scope of this paper, Redmond give an interesting discussion on how the drum was the primordial symbol of rhythm and the cycles of nature (also
the cycles of birth and death, and even menstrual periods). She gives many examples of the
circular moon-shaped vulva and even some frame drums in southeast India that are shaped
to represent the crescent moon. See Layne Redmond, When the Drummers Were Women: a
Spiritual History of Rhythm (New York: Three Rivers Press, 1997).
64. King, Biblical Israel, 289. “Music, song, and dance were an essential part of vintage
festivals, which could easily take on sexual overtones.” See also Isa 5:1, 12; 16:10-11.
65. Jeffrey Pulver, “Israel’s Music-Lesson in Egypt,” The Musical Times 56/869 (1915):
404–407.
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the hand-drums are also played by men.66 One example of an Egyptian monument is a stela of Ramses II (1300–1234 bce), who some scholars believe was
Moses’ pharaoh. It portrays a procession of priests above, but in particular, the
lower half of the stela depicts female musicians, five of them holding handdrums.67 Thus, it would only be natural for the Egyptianized Israelites to create
a procession of women hand-drummers at a time of celebration.
Some other hints of Egyptian influence are the head coverings or wigs
worn by the female hand-drummer plaque figurines, which can be associated
with the Osiris cult.68 It has also been suggested that some of the clothing worn
on the figurines imitate the transparent Egyptian garments usually worn by
Egyptian musicians.69 In addition, excavations at Tel el-Farah found an ivory
panel, dating to the Late Bronze/Iron Age, depicting a scene of musicians who
wear transparent garments similar to Egyptian clothing.70 Although this panel
was found on the south side of the site, while the female hand-drummer figurine was found to the north of Tel el-Farah, it nevertheless indicates that this
area incorporated Egyptian style into its own.
If there was a strong Egyptian influence for women hand-drummer
practices, then Egyptian traditions can enlighten the plausible activities that
were represented on the hand-drum terra-cottas. There are some interesting
Egyptian cultic texts that date to the eighteenth dynasty that may help indicate
the temple personnel role designated to female hand-drummers:
Consecrate the entire house, and bring two virgins pure of body and with
no body hair, with curly wigs on their heads, round frame drums in their
hands . . . Let them sing from the songs of the book . . . Let the festival priest
call four times: A god is coming, O earth! Let the great mourning woman
call four times: Rejoice in heaven and earth! And each time they shall beat
the drum.7¹

This text has some notable descriptions of the sacred procession. The women
hand-drummers must be “virgins,” an association with the hand drum which
has already been discussed above. Secondly, they wear “wigs on their heads,”
and the distinct requirement of having “no body hair” may suggest they were
nude, both of which are connections with the relief terra-cotta hand-drummer
figurines. On the other hand, no terra-cotta nude female drummers are found
in Egypt.72 We do, however, have a figurine of a nude male cymbal player
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

Sellers, “Musical Instruments,” 373.
Meyers, “Drums and Damsels,” 22.
Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 131.
Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 125.
Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 26, 88.
Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 127.
Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 131.
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found in Egypt that dates to c. 1200 bce, a style and instrument which is not
often depicted in Egyptian scenes.73 Hence, there may be more such type of
figurines that are simply not yet discovered.
Furthermore, some of these Type A figurines were found in tombs or
burial sites (see appendix 1). In Egypt, there are many depicted instances of
priestesess participating in the cult of the dead. Female drummers have been
shown in funerary ceremonies and processions;74 one instance is in the Theban
tomb from the reign of Amenhotep IV (also called Akhenaten), where there
is a representation of women with round hand-drums receiving the tomb’s
owner.75 While the actual figurines found in these Israelite burial sites may not
exactly match the purpose of the Egyptian priestesses at funerals, the relation
between women hand-drummers and the dead is important.
Some scholars argue assertively that these figurines were more influenced
by Phoenicia, as most of the terra-cottas are found near this area, and many of
the Cypriot female hand-drummer figurines indicate Phoenician influence.76
However, chronology suggests that Israelite figurines were the first to appear,
as the first female drummer figurine that was found dates to the eleventh to
tenth century bce and was found in Mt. Nebo. In contrast, the Phoenician
drummer figurines do not appear until the seventh to eighth centuries.77
Furthermore, most plaque reliefs, including the oldest, have been found in
Megiddo, Beth-Shean, and the Transjordan, where Egyptian influence continued the longest.78 Altogether, there are many clues that point to Egyptian
influence for Israelite women hand-drummer ensembles, and further study
will be informative.

Conclusion
These plaque and bell-shaped terra-cottas of female hand-drummers give
a glimpse of a few facets of popular Israelite religion and culture. Women
hand-drummer ensembles were meaningful in the community’s religious activities. From the Hebrew Bible, we find that women drummers would praise
Yahweh for deliverance and give returning warriors the expected musical welcome. Furthermore, they also participated in temple and sanctuary worship.
It is to be surmised that these women needed to be competent and prepared
to play for these activities, and they probably met to compose and rehearse.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.

Burgh, Music in Listening to the Artifacts, 59.
Barbara Watterson, Women in Ancient Egypt (Wrens Park Publishing, 1998), 40.
Manniche, Ancient Egyptian Musical Instruments, 2.
Meyers, “Drums and Damsels,” 22.
Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 125.
Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine, 127.
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It was an opportunity for women to excel in their role and status in society.
The bell-shaped figurines represent ordinary human musicians, as their simple
adornment suggests, while archaeological evidence suggests that relief figurines were used in a cultic context. The nude figurines might possibly either
represent goddesses or temple servants, and the drum has connections with
sexuality, as hinted with some biblical texts mentioned above. These cultic contexts and women drummer ensembles might have been derived in part from
Egyptian influence. Overall, these figurines are significant to the understanding of women’s roles in Israelite worship activities, as there is a definite musical
tradition of women hand-drummer’s performance in a religious setting.
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Appendix 1: Type A Figurines
(Note: Paz has done a significant amount of research collecting information
on the figurines and gave detailed references to her information. For brevity’s
sake, I will cite her work unless there are other figurines that have not been
collected in her work. Figurines are alphabetized by location.)
Location
Aphek

Comments
Headress, necklace,
breasts are evident.
Female genitals are
depicted by a triangle.
Drum held between
both hands.

Context

Date

References

Fourroomhouse.
Registration
#11099

10th c. bce Paz 2007:
13

Beth Shean Headdress, necklace,
and bracelets. Left
hand supports the
bottom of disc and
right hand is lying
over it.

Found in a
burial with
Mycenaean
vessels and
other cermic
assemblages,
jewelry, and
weapons.

9–8th c.
bce

Paz 2007:
13; Burgh
2006: 32

Beth Shean Right breast is noticeable, drum is held
against left side of
chest and a little away
from body. The right
arm is towards drum
and fingers rest upon
drum.

Northern
Temple,
Lower
Stratum V.

10th c.
bce

Paz 2007:
14

Beth Shean Head and upper part
of body fragment.
Headdress. Drum
held against left side
of chest, right hand
touches drum.

Lower
Stratum V,
Southern
Temple

10th c. bce Paz 2007:
14
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Beth Shean Woman is holding
a child and drum.
Necklace and bracelets. Child and drum
supported by left arm
and right arm rests
on drum.

Lower
Stratum V,
Area D

10th c. bce Paz 2007:
14

Delhamiya

Drum held against
left side of chest.
Bracelets. Body
fragment.

No other
information
given

Iron Age I

Paz 2007:
15

Deir ‘Alla

Anklets on both legs.

Unpublished

Unknown

Paz 2007:
32

Deir ‘Alla

Body fragment.
Fingers are shown.

Stratum IV,
no other
information
given

8th c. bce

Paz 2007:
32

Deir ‘Alla

Nude and wears
bracelets and anklets.
The drum’s rim has
triangles.

Not certain

Unknown

Paz 2007:
32

Deir ‘Alla

Nude and wears a
necklace with a pendant. Rim has zigzag
pattern. Genitals are
depicted between
thighs.

Not certain

Unknown

Paz 2007:
32

Dibon

Head and upper body Most likely
preserved.
a room in
the palace
district

Unknown

Paz 2007:
31

Poor preservation.

Unknown

Paz 2007:
33

ElMashhad

Surface find
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Gezer

Body fragment.
Naked woman, “pregnant belly” drum
is held against left
side of chest. Three
Armlets and three
Bracelets. Right hand
has six fingers.

Exact
Provenance
unknown,
part of
Macalister’s
Third
Semitic
Period
excavations

Unknown

Paz
2007: 15;
Maccalister
1912

Gezer

Head and upper part
of body. Some believe
produced by same
mould as above Gezer
figurine.

Exact provenance
unknown,
part of
Macalister’s
Third
Semitic
period
excavations

Some date Paz 2007:
it to end of 15-16
8th c. bce

Hazor

Headdress has vertical stripes. Right ear
has a loop earring.

Stratum VIII; 9th c. bce
between fortification and
houses

Paz 2007:
16

Hazor

Drum’s rim has an
incised line.

Open area
10th c.
inside fortifi- bce
cation wall

Paz 2007:
16

Helalieh

Fragment of terracotta figurine.
Preserved from
shoulders to waist
only.

No other
information
given

Unknown

Bayer 1963:
14

Heshbon

Drum’s rim has a dot
design.

Unpublished

Probably
11th c.
bce

Paz 2007:
33
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Irbed

A nude female torso.
Lamps, bowls, and
jugs were provided
for the deceased.

Tomb A.
The tombs
had been
disturbed
prior to
excavations

10th–9th
c. bce

BlochSmith
1992: 193;
Braun
2002: 132

Jatt

Body fragment.
Drum’s rim is decorated with circles.

Surface find

Unknown

Paz 2007:
16

Body fragment.
Surface find
Naked woman, “pregnant belly” drum
is held against left
side of chest. Three
Armlets and three
Bracelets. Right hand
has six fingers.

Unknown

Paz 2007:
31

Kerak

Wears hat that is flat
on top.

Unknown

Unknown

Paz 2007:
33

Kerak

Headdress and braids. Unknown

Unknown

Paz 2007:
34

Kerak

Fragment of figurine.

Unknown

Unknown

Paz 2007:
34

Kerak

Wears a conical hat.

Unknown

Unknown

Paz 2007:
34

Kharayeb

Frame drum held at
right angle to body,
left hand holding
lower rim, right palm
beating in center.

Debris in pit, 4th c. bce
at the temple
court

Bayer 1963:
14

Kharayeb

Woman with headdress, holding drum
at acute angle to
body. Bows to hip
fragment.

Debris in pit, 4th c. bce
at the temple
court

Bayer 1963:
15

Body fragment

Surface find

Paz 2007:
35

Jebel
Qal’ah

Khirbet
‘Ayun Musa

Unknown
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Khirbet
Nesiba

Detailed earrings,
double necklace.
Navel is accentuated and genitals are
detailed.

Unstratified

Probably
Paz 2007:
9th–8th c. 17
bce

Khirbet
Umm
el-Butm
Megiddo

Head and legs are
missing.

Not certain

Unknown

Sides of figure
smoothed down by a
knife.

Stratum III,
no other
information
given

8th–7th c. Paz 2007:
bce
19

Meggido

Drum is held by both
hands to the middle
of her chest.

Stratum III
9th–8th c. Paz 2007:
of Square
bce
19
O13, perhaps
sacred area

Meggido

Genitals depicted
with a triangle.

Paved
courtyard of
palace

10th c.
bce

Paz 2007:
20

Meggido

Headdress and double anklets on both
legs.

Not certain

Probably
10th c.
bce

Paz 2007:
20

Meggido

Figurine wears a wrap Tomb from
around her hips.
Stratum II

Excavators Paz 2007:
dated it to 20
1500 BCE

Meggido

Poor preservation.

Paved open
area

12th c.
bce (?)

Paz 2007:
20

Meggido

Fragment lacking
head.

Within a
dwelling
structure

10th c.
bce

Paz 2007:
20

Megiddo

Right hand has three
bracelets. May have
been produced by
same mould from Tel
Malhata.

Room 286

10th–9th
c. bce

Paz 2007:
21

Megiddo

Figurine is wearing a
skirt.

Room in sa- 10th c.
cred precinct bce

Paz 2007:
17–18

Paz 2007:
21
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Mt. Nebo

Along with figurine
Cave tomb
were about 60 juglets, UCV-84
many of which were
Cyro-Phoenician.

10th–8th
c. bce

BlochSmith
1992: 50,
196

Rehov

Figurine has pendant Destruction
on forehead. Genitals debris above
depicted as a triangle. floor in a
room

9th c. bce

Paz 2007:
21

Rehov

Figurine also has
pendant on forehead.
Navel is depicted as
incised line that runs
down stomach.

Layer of
burnt brick
on surface

9th c. bce

Paz 2007:
22

Rehov

Head fragment.
Probably produced
by same mould of
the two above Rehov
figurines.

Found with
broken
pottery

9th c. bce

Paz 2007:
22

Rehov

Frame of drum is
decorated with a zigzag decoration.

Found with
stone objects
and beads

10th c.
bce (?)

Paz 2007:
23

Rehov

Figure wears a highly
decorated hat.

Found while
disassembling a brick
wall

9th c. bce

Paz 2007:
23

Rehov

Figurine has necklace Found with
with square beads.
Phoenician
pottery
sherds

Iron Age
II

Paz 2007:
24

Rehov

Poor preservation.

Open area,
possibly a
domestic
area

10th c.
bce

Paz 2007:
24

Rehov

Body fragment.
Lower part of body
has four decorated
bands on garment.

Found with
9th c. bce
bones, beads,
metal items,
and figurines

Paz 2007:
25
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Rosh Pina

Head is missing.
Frame of drum is
decorated with dots,
a circle, and a zigzag
pattern.

Unstratified

Iron Age
II

Paz 2007:
25

Samaria

Hair is long and has
bangs over forehead.

Herodian
room with
earlier levels
beneath

Not given

Paz 2007:
25; Braun
2002: 125

Samaria

Headdress and bangs, Herodian
and drum frame is
room over
decorated with dots.
the palace
courtyard

Not given

Paz 2007:
26

Samaria

No photograph or
drawing published.

Room 423 in Date
ostraca house unknown

Paz 2007:
26

Taanach

Complete figurine
mould.

Destruction 10th c.
level in cultic bce
structure

Paz 2007:
26; Burgh
2006: 36;
Lapp 1964:
39-40

Tel ‘Amal

Body fragment. Right Exact provbreast is salient.
enance not
given

10th c.
bce

Paz 2007:
26

Tel Dover

Wears a garment with Debris layer
a belt.
above floor

Iron Age
II

Paz 2007:
27

Tel Dover

Body fragment. Back
was smoothed by a
knife.

Surface find

Iron Age
II

Paz 2007:
27

Tel Dover

Body fragment.
Fingers are clearly
depicted.

Surface find

Iron Age
II

Paz 2007:
28

Tel Dover

Wears anklets.

Basket
Iron Age
containing
II
Hellenistic,
Late Bronze,
and Iron Age
II material

Paz 2007:
28
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Tel Hadar

Has headdress and a
triangle over belly.

Refuse
dumps near
wall

10th c.
bce

Paz 2007:
29

Tel ‘Ira

Lips are thick and
ears are detailed.
Belly is round. Some
scholars argue has
male genitals and attribute the figure as a
hermaphrodite.

Near a gate
in a public
building

7th c. bce

Paz 2007:
29

Tel
Malhata

Arms are bent, and
Surface in a
both hands touch the room
drum. Left hand supports bottom of drum
frame.

8th c. bce

Paz 2007:
29

Tel
Malhata

Facial features very
Inside room,
worn, but despite
stratum IV
poor preservation
may have been produced by same mould
of Megiddo figurine.

8th c. bce

Paz 2007:
30

Tell elFar’ah
(North)

Right breast is pieced
in the middle. Short
skirt to the knees
with geometric
patterns.

Located what 10th c.
has been
bce
identified as
a temple at
Tel el-Farah
N

Paz 2007:
31; Burgh
2006: 37

Tell elFar’ah
(North)

Right hand covers
edge of drum frame.

Building at
10th c.
edge of exca- bce
vation area

Paz 2007:
31

Transjordan Head and upper body Unknown
fragment.

Unknown

Paz 2007:
35

Transjordan Poor preservation.

Unknown

Unknown

Paz 2007:
35

Provenance
Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Paz 2007:
35

Wearing dress
decorated with small
squares.
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Provenance
Unknown

Girdle around
waist. Genitals are
prominent.

Unknown

Unknown. Paz 2007:
35

Appendix 2: Type B Figurines
Location

Comments

Context

Date

References

Achzib

Along with this
figurine, another
woman drummer
was found.

Tomb 13

8 –7 c.
bce

Paz 2007: 39;
Bayer 1963:
14

Achzib

Hair reveals traces
of black paint.

Tomb 13

8th–7th c.
bce

Paz 2007: 39;
Bloch-Smith
1992: 96

Achzib

Almost complete
figurine.

Unpublished

8th c. bce

Paz 2007: 40

Achzib

Hair is braided.

Tomb, additional data
unpublished

Unknown

Paz 2007: 39

Achzib

Found at the feet
of one of the two
skeletons (Tomb
of the Horsemen).
Figurine has red
and black paint.

Tomb 28

8th c. bce

Paz 2007: 40

Achzib

Along with this
figurine, a flute
player figurine was
found.

Eastern cem- 8th–7th c.
etery, Tomb bce
12

Paz 2007: 41

Amathus

Similar style to the No other
Shiqmona figurine. information
given

8th c. bce

Braun 2002:
119

Kabri

No drawings
or photographs
published.

Unknown

Paz 2007: 41

Unpublished

th

th
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Tell Qitaf

Short braids and
bangs.

Chance
find during
excavations

Unknown

Paz 2007: 42

Samos

No other information is given.

No other information is
given

ca. 670 bce

Karageorghis
1987: 17

Shiqmona

Curly bangs, two
braid coils.

Either from
Tomb B or
Stratum X

9th–8th c.
bce

Paz 2007: 42;
Burgh 2006:
37

Unknown

Unknown

Paz 2007: 42

Unknown

Unknown

Paz 2007: 42

Unknown

Unknown

Paz 2007: 43

Provenance Skirt is painted red
Unknown
with vertical black
stripes.
Provenance Hair is drawn back
Unknown
behind the ears.
Provenance Fragment of head
Unknown
and upper part of
body.

Appendix 3. Type C Hybrid Figurines
Location

Comments

Context

Date

Ain Jenin

Headdress. Triangle
Unstratified
attached to chin may
be a beard, but also has
noticeable breasts.

Iron II

Paz 2007:
47

Amman

Left hand supports
drum, right hand over
it.

Tomb F

Not given

Paz 2007:
48

Amman

Hair is painted black,
and traces of red paint
on forehead.

Surface find

Unknown

Paz 2007:
47

Jemmeh

Hollow body, head is
surrounded by a frame
of clay.

Unknown

Unknown

Paz 2007:
45
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Nebo

Hollow body, breasts
are salient.

Tomb 84

Iron II on
the basis
of tomb
artifacts

Paz 2007:
47

Megiddo

Ornament over the
brow.

Palace,
Stratum V

Unknown

Paz 2007:
45

Qitmit

Drum is held between
fingers of left hand and
thumb.

Three fragments
found on
surface

7th–6th c.
bce

Paz 2007:
45

Samaria

Ornament over the
brow.

Royal quarter, exact
provenance
unknown

Unknown

Paz 2007:
46

Tell
el-Mazar

Drum is perpendicular Information 7th–6th c.
bce
to body.
not given

Paz 2007:
46

Tell
er-Rumeith

Necklace. Drum is held Stratum
by both hands to the
7, exact
left side of her chest.
context
unknown

9th c. bce

Paz 2007:
48

Tell
er-Rumeith

Figurine is handmade.

10th–7th c.
bce

Paz 2007:
48

Stratum
12, exact
context
unknown

